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iBlock series BM smart modular data center

With the rapid development of data centers, the data in our information age is undergoing explosive growth. The data
center is also expending in size, its power consumption is greatly increased and its operation and maintenance is becoming
more and more complicated. Rising energy costs and growing demand for computing make "energy conservation,
environmental protection, green and low-carbon" the main tasks of data center construction.
iTeaQ uniformly named the modular data center as iBlock (iTeaQ Block modular data center), among which iBlock BM
(Block Module smart modular data center) can provide customized product solutions that meet the A, B and C grade standard
of GB50174-2017.
The iBlock BM smart modular data center solution integrates seven major subsystems including environmental control
system, cabinet and airflow management system, power distribution system, UPS (uninterrupted power supply) system,
integrated cabling system, safety management system, iMonitor monitoring and management system. With the advantages of
energy saving and environmental protection, intelligent operation and maintenance, rapid construction and flexible capacity
scale, the iBlock solution can effectively lower the CAPEX and OPEX of the data center, and reduce the area occupied by the
computer room by over 30% (or obtain higher IT capacity in the same size area). iBlock BM smart modular data center has
three containment types: cold aisle containment, hot aisle containment, and cold and hot aisles containment.
The BM modular data center construction has four advantages of saving time, money, power, and efforts, and can achieve
the best TCO of the data center.

Product value
Short construction period
BM adopts modular prefabrication and standard
interfaces. It only needs to be assembled by modules on
site, and the construction period can be reduced to
several weeks.

Easy for management/operation
and maintenance
Use an integrated monitoring and management platform
to manage multiple subsystems in the module such as
computer room air conditioner, UPS, power supply and
distribution, fire protection, and access control. They are
plug and play.
All components of the modular data center are provided
by iTeaQ, so operation and maintenance management
only needs one manufacturer - iTeaQ.

Low initial capital and
working capital
It can be constructed in batches by module, and scaled
as operating, reducing the initial one-off investment.

High energy efficiency and low PUE
The cold and hot aisles are enclosed to avoid mixing of
hot and cold airflows, which will improve the utilization of
refrigerating capacity.
Use efficient computer room air conditioners close to the
equipment. They can provide high energy efficiency ratio
and sensible heat ratio. The air conditioner can make full
use of the outdoor natural cold source to significantly
reduce the overall PUE of the micromodule.
It adopts the high-frequency modular UPS, which is
featured by high efficiency and high power factor.

Product composition of iBlock series BM smart modular data center

Environmental control system

UPS (Uninterrupted Power System)

Cabinet and airflow
management system

Power supply and
distribution system

iMonitor monitoring and
management system

Fluorine pump (optional)

Safety management system

Environmental
control system

Power supply and
distribution system

UPS (Uninterrupted
Power System)

Cabinet and airflow
management system

Equipped with 7-inch large true color touch
screen as standard, with user-friendly UI
design;
Provide total heat and sensible heat, with
high energy efficiency ratio;
Adopt variable-capacity design with load
following technology, without additional
refrigeration;
With group control of multiple units, so all
air conditioners in the module can be
operated coordinately as one system;
A single unit can be installed with a large
number of external temperature sensors to
realize temperature field management;
The outdoor unit of the air conditioner can
use a centralized condenser, greatly
reducing the area occupied;
It is provided with a variety of refrigeration
methods, including air-cooled in-row,
water-cooled in-row, chilled water in-row
refrigeration. An
environment-friendly
fluorine pump double circulation in-row air
conditioner is selectable, which can greatly
reduce the overall PUE value of the
micromodule;

The precision array cabinet has the
functions of collecting power, voltage,
current, bus bar temperature, etc. It is
provided with an intelligent communication
interface, and can be connected to the
power and environment supervision
system;
The hot-plug branch switch with phase
modulation function can be selected for the
precision array cabinet. It facilitates the
on-site phase modulation to achieve load
three-phase balancing;
The precision array cabinet is equipped
with a 7-inch display as standard;
Intelligent high-end PDU can be selected
to realize fine-tuned power and capacity
management;
Optional smart busway solution is
available, which is characterized by fast
installation, flexible scaling, space saving,
intelligent monitoring, etc.;

Adopt complete cabinet style design,
providing a unified and beautiful look;
The single cabinet has a capacity of
15-300KVA and is available as a modular
model, with scalable capacity;
Power factor > 0.98, applicable to the latest
servers;
Provide
accumulator
and
battery
monitoring;
The integrated UPS solution can be
selected according to the requirements.
The UPS and the integrated power
distribution cabinet are combined into one,
with the advantages of saving investment,
high efficiency and energy saving, easy
maintenance, and flexible configuration.

Cabinets: the cabinet has a high
through-hole rate, a strong loading
capacity, and can resist the Grade 9
seismic intensity;
Airflow management: the skylight is made
of transparent materials and reversible,
which can be interacted with fire-fighting.
The skylight supports low floor hight design
and can be used for low floor hight
scenarios;
End doors of enclosed aisles: the outward
opening door or the manual sliding door is
equipped as standard, with the automatic
sliding door as an option;
Power columns: monitor the load change of
iBlock BM3.0 continuously, and support
four-color conversion;
Temperature columns: monitor the
temperature change of iBlock BM3.0
continuously, and support four-color
conversion;
Smart door lintels: the door lintel is
equipped with a logo light as standard,
which provides two-color conversion. The
smart door lintel is optional, and the content
it displays can be edited independently;

iMonitor monitoring
and management
system
21.5-inch color touch screen;
Within
the
micromodule:
provide
comprehensive real-time management of
UPS, air conditioner, temperature and
humidity, smoke detector, door status,
waterleakage, access control, video
monitoring, gas fire-fighting components,
etc. And SMS, mobile APP, etc. also can be
used to realize easy operation and
maintenance management;
Support access to third-party monitoring
platform;
Support optional intelligent operation and
maintenance functions such as asset
management and 3D interface display;

Features of iBlock series BM smart modular data center

Status management

Easy to distinguish

The iBlock BM smart modular data center, which follows the operation and maintenance
design concept of color reflecting status, can be equipped with temperature columns, power
columns, ambient lights, auspicious cloud components, etc. In this way, customers can
distinguish the internal operating status of the micromodule by color. In case of failure, the fault
micromodule can be accurately located, to reduce the mean time to repair (MTTR) and
improve the availability of the micromodule system.

The end door can be equipped with a 21.5-inch smart color touch screen to monitor the
operating conditions of the equipment in the BM in real time, record events and give alarms.
And the user micromodule management is clear and intuitive.

Green and energy-saving

Flexibly scaled

Modular uninterrupted power supply - TLC & energy saving dual certification, high output power
factor, and high efficiency (%);
High-efficiency refrigeration - use load following technology with the cooling capacity "changing
on demand", which saves 30-50% energy compared with traditional computer rooms;
Airflow management - use isolation mode of enclosing cold and hot aisles to prevent ineffective
refrigeration caused by airflow mixing;
Energy-saving technology - use fluorine pump double circulation technology to make full use of
outdoor natural cold sources, greatly reducing the PUE of micromodules to as low as 1.25;

Use modular components and unified interface standards to scale the capacity of one rack
or module on demand, saving investment;
Design on demand, support the smooth upgrade of the rated power density of a single
cabinet from 1kW to 15kW, and support the rated power of a single cabinet up to 20kW
through customized solution;
The intelligent busway can be flexibly scaled according to the load of cabinets, to align
with the gradually increased load.

Flexibly scaled
Use modular components and unified interface standards to scale the capacity of one rack or module on demand, saving investment;
Design on demand, support the smooth upgrade of the rated power density of a single cabinet from 1kW to 15kW, and support the rated power of a single cabinet up to 20kW through
customized solution;
The intelligent busway can be flexibly scaled according to the load of cabinets, to align with the gradually increased load.

Saving space
The outdoor unit uses a centralized condenser, and a single outdoor unit occupies
only 1.2 square meters;
Use intelligent busways without occupying the cabinet space in the micromodule.
This saves one array cabinet’s space for customers when the floor height allows;
Use integrated UPS to combine UPS and integrated power distribution cabinet into
one, saving the space in the micromodule.

Super adaptability
Low floor height skylight can be provided, and the height of the skylights is halved
after being turned over, which can meet the requirements of low floor hight
scenarios;
The functional skylight integrates the functions of the inter-row cabling ladder. The
work of the inter-row cabling ladder can be completed through skylight. The highly
integrated skylight can meet the requirements of low floor hight scenarios;
Support the fully enclosed type of hot and cool aisles, with high energy efficiency
and best environmental adaptability;

Features of iBlock series BM double-row smart modular data center
iMonitor-L management
platform (level 1)

iMonitor-L management
platform (level 2)

Remote management

Mobile terminal

Internal browsing
iMonitor-M monitoring unit

Access control system

Power subsystem

Environmental subsystem

Security subsystem

Video system

Skylight controller

UPS

Distribution Accumulator
Cabinet

In-row air Waterlogging
conditioner

Temperature
and humidity

Temperature
and humidity

Fire control

iTeaQ iMonitor monitoring and management system is an integrated monitoring solution designed for data room. It can centrally
monitor and manage UPS, air conditioner, power distribution equipment, temperature and humidity, smoke, waterleakage,
infrared and other environmental factors in micromodule. It has the functions of access control authorization management and
multi-channel video centralized monitoring and management. It can also access the third-party intelligent device with
communication function. It can be used for a variety of customer application scenarios such as network access room and
modular data center, providing customers with centralized monitoring solution for one-stop computer room.

Smart operation
Flexible extension management

Intelligent access control management

Process management

WEB real-time monitoring

Video monitoring

Asset management

Diversified alarm notifications

Air conditioning cluster optimization control

Report management

Technical parameters of iBlock series BM smart modular data center
Items
Aisle containment method

iBlock series BM modular data center solution
Cold aisle containment/hot aisle containment/cold and hot aisles containment can be selected

Reliability grade

C/B/A or TierⅡ/TierⅢ/TierⅣ

Altitude

0-4000m (over 1000m needs to be derated)

Environmental control system
Air-cooled/chilled water in-row air conditioner
cooling capacity

40kW/25kW (for higher refrigerating capacity and more refrigeration models, please contact iTeaQ)

Indoor unit dimensions

2000mm×1200mm×600mm/2000mm×1200mm×300mm
(For other heights, please contact iTeaQ )

Input power

380Vac, 50Hz/60Hz, 3ph+N+PE

Outdoor unit

Traditional outdoor unit is used between air-cooled rows, and centralized condenser can be selected

Cabinet and airflow management system
End door

Double outward opening door/double track door/double electric door (optional)

Auspicious cloud components

Door box auspicious cloud pattern

Power column

Four-color conversion, real-time display of power in the micromodule (optional)

Temperature column

Four-color conversion, real-time display of the temperature in the micromodule (optional)

Smart door lintel

Smart door lintel, allowing independent content editing (optional)

Functional skylight

Allow to install smoke sensor, temperature and humidity sensor, camera, etc.

Reversible skylight

Sheet metal inlaid with tempered glass, reversible

Ambient lights

Two-color ambient lights, real-time status management in micromodule, sleep setting (optional)

Cabinet dimensions

2000mm×1200mm×600/800mm
2000mm×1100mm×600/800mm
2200mm×1200mm×600/800mm
2200mm×1100mm×600/800mm

Cabinet space available

42U/47U

Cabinet IP grade

IP20

Power distribution system
Precision array cabinet input voltage

380V/400/415Vac, 50Hz/60Hz, 3ph+N+PE

Precision array cabinet rated capacity

400/320/250/160A (single input and dual input options)

Precision array cabinet AC lightning protection

20kA, 8/20μs

Precision array cabinet rated output

32A single-phase and three-phase options

PDU rated capacity

32A

PDU output system

24-port Chinese standard and IEC socket
PDU air-switch supports hot swap (optional) and smart PDU (optional)

UPS (Uninterrupted Power System)
Rated capacity

15~800KVA

Input voltage

380V/400/415Vac, 50Hz/60Hz, 3ph+N+PE

Output power factors

1

Overall efficiency

≥96%

AC lightning protection

20kA, 8/20μs

Integrated wiring system
Cabling troughs

Cabling trough on the top of the cabinet, which supports the separation of strong and weak current cabling

Inter-row cabling ladder

In-row cabling ladder, which is used to meet the cabling requirements between two rows of cabinets

Safety management system
Camera

2M camera in the aisle

Access control

Password + card swiping access control/Password + card swiping + fingerprint access control

iMonitor monitoring management system
Display interface

14-inch color touch screen, 21-inch color touch screen (optional)

Monitoring scope

Temperature and humidity, smoke detector, air conditioner, UPS, precision array cabinet (smart busway)
waterleakage, video, access control, etc.

Optional

SMS component/mobile APP/voice alarm/asset management

Comparison of traditional data center and modular data center
Pressures and challenges
of traditional data centers
One-time investment cost pressure
Operation pressure (OPEX)
Agility to adapt to user needs
Coupling of architecture and IT planning
Risk control: difficult to control on-site quality
Intersection of construction interfaces
Delay in delivery cycles
Airflow mixing, with low energy efficiency

VS

Modular data center practice results
Construction in phases to reduce investment
Reduce operating expenses
Plug and play, on-demand construction, and decoupling on delivery
Standardized workshops and rooms can meet the requirements
Factory prefabrication, combination of standardization and productization
Clear division
Concurrent factory production and infrastructure construction, quick
installation on site, and saving cycle time
Green and environment-friendly, with effective energy saving over 30%

Diagram comparison of traditional computer
room and modular computer room

Traditional computer room

Micromodule computer room

Application scenarios
Medium and large data centers
Information center of state
organs and institutions
Disaster recovery backup data
center

Financial institution
data center
University and college
data center
Internet companies

Application areas

Public Security
Organs,
Procuratorial
Organs and
People's Courts

Government
Scientific
Research

E-commerce
Green
Agriculture

Industry
Electric
Power

Medical
Care

Education
R
Technology

Security
Engineering

Manufacturing

Marine
Engineering
Efficient
Logistics

Aerospace
Unmanned
Driving

Smart
Retail

Energy
Military
Industry

Traffic

AI

Finance
Information
Industry

Enterprise
Commercial
Real Estate

Typical cases of iBlock series BM smart modular data center
iTeaQ has been working in the data center industry for more than ten years. It adheres to customer-centric value and has
strong product development and project customization capabilities. Its patented micromodule products have been widely
recognized by customers in the industry.

Customized Solution for Against-Wall on One Side

Ultra-low Floor Height Customized Solution

iBlock BM Emergency Unlocking Solution

Warehouse Micromodule Solution

iBlock BM Framed Solution

iBlock BM3.0 Solution

Typical cases of iBlock series BM smart modular data center

Centralized Condenser

iBlock BM3.0 Solution

iBlock BM Solution

iBlock BM3.0 Solution

iBlock BM3.0 + Smart Bus Solution

iBlock BM3.0 Solution
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